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Respected Uncleji.. 
 
Greetings of the day!! Hope U are keeping in good health. 
 
 I am writing this mail in reference to the OSCSC letter no 8409- dtd 22/04/2015 regarding participation 
condition in Rabi procurement. 
 
The first and second condition is well understood by logic. However the third condition stipulates that 
Millers who have participated in Cross district Procurement are supposed to deliver 100% of CMR 
within 15th May 2015. We have participated in Subarnapur District procurement and have procured 
20000 Qtl of paddy. But delivery of rice could start only day before yesterday due to delay in issue of 
contract no by FCI. Since out of district CMR is alo supposed to be delivered at home district there is 
always a space constraint at RRC. And RRC delivery cannot start without start of delivery in FCI. 
 
This condition of 100% out of  district delivery is according to my understanding cannot be termed 
without prejudice. When neither the home district delivery nor the procurement district delivery is 100% 
it is practically difficult to deliver 100% of CMR within 15th May 2015. Corporation should also 
understand that procurement opportunity was given to out of district millers to solve the problems of 
Surplus districts. Now I feel penalized by participating in the other district operation. My home district 
percentage will exceed 75% but now it is practically very difficult to complete 100% delivery of 
Subarnapur CMR before 15th May. That would have been possible if the CMR is getting delivered at 
Subarnapur. 
 
I wish to know your viewpoints regarding this. If we can pursue to change the "100%  condition" to "the 
district average percentage of the home district or procurement district which ever is higher",  I think 
that would be a logical condition. Please give your take on this. waiting for your reply... 
 
--  
Thanks & Regrds 
Roshan K Goyal 
Managing Director 
Mittal Rice Mill (p) Ltd. 
Sambalpur 
9583678989 


